ARTIST IMPRESSION

THE POINT IS WATERFRONT LIVING.
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ARTIST IMPRESSION

THE POINT
LUXURY TOWNHOMES.
Relax, entertain and take in the beautiful
surroundings of The Point Luxury Townhomes.
One of these luxury waterfront Townhomes set within
Point Lonsdale’s newest community could be yours.
Incorporating cutting edge design and modern
beauty, they are ideally positioned within the warm
and welcoming neighbourhood at The Point.
Featuring a north facing aspect overlooking the water,
these luxury Townhomes include two living areas,
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a large waterfront balcony, lock up garage and
landscaped gardens. Open living spaces are enhanced
by raised ceilings and expansive windows directly
overlooking the majestic waterway. Warm timber tones,
quality carpet and premium ceramic tiling with a choice
of interior colour schemes complete the luxury package.
Sustainability, sophisticated design and luxury
appointments equate to an enviable low maintenance
lifestyle at the heart of The Point, Point Lonsdale.
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ARTIST IMPRESSION

THE POINT
IS WATERFRONT LIVING.
This close-knit community is a beautiful sanctuary
of architecturally-designed houses surrounded by
waterways, wetlands and parklands. The Point’s
perfect location offers the perfect daily retreat
for any busy lifestyle.

provides nature’s alternative to the treadmill,

Every day will feel like a holiday, where the beach

life at The Point.
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your neighbours are two award-winning wineries
and the surrounding Bellarine Peninsula offers
a bounty of endless cafés, beaches and hiking trails
to explore. This is not a dream, but your brand new
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THE POINT
IS YOUR DESTINATION.
These Luxury Townhomes are beautifully positioned
overlooking the pristine waterway of Point Lonsdale’s
newest community – The Point. Nestled in the centre
of this unique neighbourhood, the premium location
of these Townhomes blends convenience and luxury.
Fronting the entry into The Point, the Townhomes are
located looking out across the stunning waterways,
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wetlands and parklands, with exemplary
architecture at its heart, The Point is the ultimate
lifestyle destination.
Surrounded by open green space, complementing the
natural coastal features of the area, you can enjoy a
stroll along the majestic waterway, a picnic in the park
and watch the sunset in this picturesque landscape.

Call 0427 257 712 or visit
THEPOINTPOINTLONSDALE.COM.AU/TOWNHOMES
ACCREDITED BY

DEVELOPED BY

THE POINT HAS ACHIEVED UDIA’S NATIONALLY
RECOGNISED SUSTAINABILITY CERTIFICATION.

WHILE BEST ENDEAVOURS HAVE BEEN USED TO PROVIDE INFORMATION IN THIS PUBLICATION THAT IS TRUE AND ACCURATE, MOREMAC PROPERTY GROUP AND RELATED ENTITIES ACCEPT NO RESPONSIBILITY AND
DISCLAIM ALL LIABILITY IN RESPECT TO ANY ERRORS OR INACCURACIES IT MAY CONTAIN. PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS SHOULD MAKE THEIR OWN ENQUIRIES TO VERIFY THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.
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